EXTERNAL CLADDING PRODUCT LIST
Axon Cladding

Axon is a range of
vertically grooved panels
with the detail of vertical
joint timber. Introduce
drama and detail to your
walls with the clean
vertical lines of Axon™
Cladding.
Incorporating
the beauty and fine detail
of painted vertical joint
timber, but without timeconsuming
board
construction or durability
hassles.

Vertical joint
cladding panels
for modern and
coastal style
homes

Matrix Cladding

Matrix™ is an [exterior
cladding] system with a
clean, modern, expressedjoint look. Matrix offers a
bold industrial aesthetic
when
an
architectural
panelised look is desired.
Choose
from
various
panel sizes that suit
different stud spacings,
and let the 10mm express
joint create a variety of
geometric
shapes
in
square, vertical, horizontal
and brick pattern layouts.

Matrix™
Cladding I
Modern,
Durable, Stylish
look

Stria Cladding

Achieve a range of sleek Versatile and
looks with customisable durable cladding
Stria™ cladding. Featuring to add elegance
deep grooves from the
thick
shiplap
cladding
boards, the Stria range is
an easy way to get the
strong
horizontal
line
details in modern home
and townhouse designs.
Stria
cladding
suits
contemporary looks where
a bold, but pared back
aesthetic is desired.

EasyLap Panel

EasyLap™ panel is a preprimed fibre cement sheet
with a shiplap joint along
its two vertical edges.
Panels are finished with a
site-applied,
roll-on
textured acrylic paint to
achieve a subtle rendered
texture look. Lightweight
yet
durable,
EasyLap
panel is an easy to install,
cost-effective
broadwall
cladding solution.

A time and costeffective
broadwall
solution for
external wall
applications.

HardieTex
System

Made by James Hardie for HardieTex™
over
20
years, blue board
HardieTex™ base sheets system
are the original blue board.
Strong and durable, the
HardieTex System is a
7.5mm thick fibre cement
base sheet that’s finished
on site using a third-party
texture coat system (which
includes
joint
reinforcement). Ideal for
residential homes and
home extensions where a
rendered look is required
without the weight of
masonry

HardieFlex
Sheet

Product Details
The
applications
for
HardieFlex™ Sheet cover
a wide range of design
solutions for your home.
HardieFlex Sheets are
suitable
for
use
in
residential
extensions,
second story additions and
gable ends. It can also be
used to line porches,
verandahs, carports and
for soffits and eaves. One
of the most economical
solutions
available
HardieFlex is commonly
used for board and batten
style cladding.

Hardieflex™
sheet have a
wide application
to get the look

PanelClad
Stucco Sheet

An
easy
option
for The look of
homeowners looking to Mediterranean
recreate the look and feel stucco render.
of
a
Spanish
villa,
PanelClad® Stucco Sheet
is
a
hand-trowelled
cement rendered look,
reminiscent
of
Mediterranean
style
exteriors. Ideal for creating
whole walls of interest or
to
emphasise
design
features such as gable
ends, on either timber or
light gauge steel framed
homes.
PanelClad
is
lightweight with square
edges,
and
when
combined with the wide
range of James Hardie
accessories, is easy and
fast to install.

Axent Trim

Create
the
perfect
finishing touches to a new
home or renovation, and
ensure your window trims
keep looking as good as
your
fibre
cement
weatherboards
with
Axent™ Trim.

ComTex Panel
and System

Axent trim for
beautiful and
durable exterior
window and
corner trims

Compliant
monolithic
Product Details
Make inspiring designs a rendered façade.
reality with ComTex™
Panel and System. A
lightweight
monolithic
façade solution, ComTex
provides creative freedom
of form without being
constrained by the weight
of masonry construction.
The 9mm thick panels are
recessed along their two
longer sides to facilitate
the
construction
of
concealed joints.

EasyTex Panel

EasyTex™ is a pre-primed
fibre
cement
panel
embedded with a fine
texture to deliver a modern
render design aesthetic.
Each panel features a vgroove, ship lap joint along
the two vertical edges.
EasyTex panel is easy to
install,
resistant
to
cracking and lime staining,
and comes ready to paint

An easy way to
achieve a
rendered look
with textured
fibre cement
sheet

Exotec Facade
Panel and
System

Expertly designed for low
rise,
high
rise
and
commercial
building
facades,
fascia’s
and
soffits the ExoTec® Panel
and System is a deemedto-satisfy, non-combustible
cladding
system.
Aesthetically, ExoTec is a
smooth
sanded
compressed fibre cement
(CFC) façade panel that
works with a top-hat
system
to
create
geometric designs with
10mm express joints.

A compliant
facade panel
with expressed
jointing system.

Exotec Vero
Facade Panel
and System

The ExoTec™ Vero™
panel
combines
the
natural beauty of ‘concrete
look’ cladding with the
highly-trusted,
fullycertified ExoTec™ façade
system,
ensuring
immediate compliance and
guaranteed performance.
Structurally stable and
suitable
for
noncombustible construction.

ExoTec Vero
Façade Panel
Raw Fibre
Cement and
System by

HardiePlank
Weatherboard

HardiePlank™ is a nofuss, 7.5mm thick fibre
cement weatherboard with
two woodgrain textures
that are perfect for cost-

Wide
weatherboards in
smooth and
woodgrain
textures.

effective home extensions.
Able to be used to clad
whole homes or as
extensions to brick homes.
Linea
WEatherboard

The clean horizontal lines
of Linea™ weatherboards
work beautifully on the
expansive external walls
of modern architecture.
Ideal
for
creating
a
Hamptons
or
coastal
inspired
look
when
combined with contrasting
Axent Trims in new homes
or renovations, Linea can
also be confidently painted
in dark colours.

Deep shadow
weatherboards
for hamptons
and modern
homes.

Primeline
Weatherboard

Available in styles to A narrow
match
many
heritage weatherboard in
weatherboard
homes, 4 classic profiles
PrimeLine™
Weatherboards
are
a
durable range of 9mm
thick weatherboards for
creating
classic
lines
without the wonkiness of
timber.
The
Primeline
Chamfer profile has clean
lines and comes in a
double board height for
fast installation.

